
Our most common understanding of the Church is false: 

The Church is currently understood to be equally valid at both ends of a spectrum and at 
every point in-between. 


But the reality is that none of us are travelling along a spectrum; all of us are profoundly 
lost in a maze.


Haven’t we all received a spiritual inheritance that primarily panders to the traditions of 
our upbringing?


We are all lost in a confusion of denominational contradiction.


We have chosen our hand-made idols of empire, legacy and celebrity hysteria; we have 
idolised our churches.


The Church in the West has settled for a lineage of man rather than the straight and 
narrow way of God…..the precise route of preparation that will speed the Second Coming 
of Jesus.


And we must acknowledge that this idolatry has paved the perfect way for doctrines of 
demons to creep into our households everywhere. 


Behold, herein lies the exact centre of our corporate maze.


Beloved, will you not see? God has sent this thorny maze of judgment on the Church 
because of our gross unfaithfulness…and yet He will send further judgment because we 
are still refusing to listen. 

We are still refusing to repent. 


Yes, it is disorientating and overwhelming! God isn’t glorified when one heretic calls out 
another heretic in the name of truth. “Word of faith” blasphemy is no worse than the 
proud mocking of the Holy Spirit by cessationism; the proud strutting of reformed 
puritans is no better than the fleshy twisting of the gifts of hyper-charismatics.


So what on Earth are we to do? 


We are His bride. We need the courage to bow the knee in repentance, in 
acknowledgment that we are not part of a spectrum at all. Rather, we are all lost in a 
blinding maze constructed of denominational mess. 


It is as child-like and simple, and as agonisingly difficult as this. 


What will it take for the covenant people of God to again be allured into His sanctifying 
wilderness? What will it take for us to finally repent of the oh so tolerated chaos of our 
corporate lostness?


When courage arises and when this maze is torched, our way of radical preparation will 
become clear and the dawning of His coming, and of His glory, will usher nigh. 



